
KENNEWICK IRRIGATION DISTRICT
JOB DESCRIPTION

OPERATIONS MANAGER

REPORTS TO:
DATE:
CLASSIFICATION: Exempt/Non-Union

Engineering & Operations Manager
February 2023

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Under the direction of the Engineering & Operations Manager, incumbent is responsible for the
management and oversight of the daily activities of operations staff, including but not limited to:
daily operations, maintenance, construction, facilities, safety, and other programs intended to
enhance the operations of the Kennewick Irrigation District (KID) and its water delivery.
Incumbent is responsible for the ordering and delivery of water from the Bureau of Reclamation
into KID canals and distribution system, waste and spill of non-consumed irrigation water, and
ensuring that KID water systems meet or exceed state and federal standards.

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
The following list reflects the essential job duties and responsibilities of this classification but
should not be considered all-inclusive. The incumbent will be expected to perform other related
duties as assigned.

1. Provides day-to-day leadership of staff.
2. Participates in the annual budgeting process and maintains cost oversight.
3. Develops staff and oversees their work performance and compliance with required safety

and licensing programs.
4. Provides direct supervision to the Operations’ Assistant, Superintendent, and Foreman

positions, ensuring they carry out duties in an efficient and effective manner.
5. Implements safety and preventative maintenance programs for KID/Bureau of

Reclamation irrigation canals and delivery systems.
6. Evaluates personnel work productivity and implements measures to continually improve

work performance.
7. Implements and ensures compliance with preventative maintenance programs on all

equipment, fleet vehicles, heavy machinery, and facilities.
8. Develops and utilizes staff training programs in the operation of equipment, systems, canal

and pump operations, and safety.
9. Provides administrative duties for staff that include but are not limited to statistical

reporting of work productivity and operational efficiency.
10. Directly assists with the development of current and future plans compatible with KID

future plans and projections for customer growth and location.
11. Evaluates employee performance; takes appropriate actions to recognize outstanding

positive performance and takes action as necessary for employee disciplinary issues.
12. Provides customer service interface for resolution of problems and improvements to the

KID irrigation water delivery system.
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